[Distribution of spontaneous and 8-methoxypsoralen-induced sister chromatid exchanges along the length of the 1st chromosome of Chinese hamster cells].
Distributions of spontaneous, induced by monoadducts and induced by crosslinks sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) along the first chromosome of Chinese hamster cells are nonrandom. All experimental distributions have low frequency of SCE in centromeric and telomeric regions. It can be explained by specific structural organization of the chromosome. However, there are some differences between experimental distributions. Distribution of SCE induced by crosslinks differs from that of spontaneous SCE. Distribution of SCE induced by monoadducts, unlike other distributions, has an increased frequency of exchanges in the q11 region. This region contains several narrow closely disposed G+ bands. It is possible that monoadducts lead to increasing SCE frequency on G+-G- junctions. Distribution of SCE induced by crosslinks resembles random distribution, except centromeric and telomeric regions. These results lead to conclusion that the mechanisms of formation of spontaneous, induced by monoadducts and induced by crosslinks SCE differ from each other.